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A Window Beginning to Melt

The wind wants to be seen. You can hear it trying

swaying branches, shaking leaves, making whitecaps on the sea. Across the street strong 

gusts have wrapped a flag around its pole. Remember Tom Crawford’s lines, “what the 

pole is/ to the flag/ when the wind blows a country,/ waving its colors.” He’s comparing 

the pole and its flag to a tree, making a distinction between country as Nature and country

as political institution. Now the wind is making the flag across the street indecipherable. 

If you haven’t seen it before, you don’t know what country it represents.

I have 2 contradictory impulses: I want to reveal myself, but I also want to hide, escape 

by allowing words to efface and replace me. Both occur simultaneously. Language is 

neither inherently transparent nor inherently opaque. It’s conventional syntax and 

normative grammar, subject/object relation, which treats language as a transparent 

medium and assumes this transparency is not only the proper function of language but its 

fundamental and original nature. 

I kick the ball.

Language as both a window through which the world presents itself and a tool with 

which each “I” is able to assert its subjecthood, its agency. Or

The ball kicks me.

Though the traditional subject/object categories are reversed, conventional syntax and 

grammar are upheld. Something similar occurs in the Tom Waits lyric, “the dice is 

laughing at the man that it throws.” The “dice” (plural) not are but “is” (singular) 

“laughing” not at the man who throws them but “at the man that it throws.” Expectations 

are not only not met but reversed—dice as subject, man as object, so what has agency 
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here is chance, something inhuman—which makes the line surprisingly delightful (funny 

and strange, even if the subject of gambling addiction is hardly humorous). 

In Jack Spicer’s lines, “Hello, says the apple/ both of us were object” the objectification 

process is complete. The slight disruption of normative grammar—“object” instead of 

“objects”—has large implications. Together the supposed human subject (an absent 

presence) and the object (of desire, of knowledge) are made not only singular but 

equivalent, and neither one objects. If the speaking subject is an object, then the question 

“who is speaking?” might just as well be answered, language. If subject and object are 

reversible, interchangeable, fungible, then perhaps there is no subject as such, since 

language objectifies everything, including desire and knowledge (the mythical apple). 

Language is objectification itself. 

Or both of us “were.” Something just happened so fast we missed it. Perception is always

slightly posterior to what it perceives. This delay structures consciousness, not as a 

consequence of time but a function of it.  

The ball kick I.

Comprehension is interrupted by a glitch, like a fingerprint on the window—once it’s 

perceived you’re no longer looking through but at.

Kick I ball the.

The more conventional syntax is scrambled the more the originally transparent sentence 

approaches opacity. But then there’s the unexpected surprise of the homophone—I 

ball/eyeball. Remember Ginsberg's “eyeball kicks.” Seeing becomes more crucial. The 

wind is still trying to be seen.

Foregrounding the materiality of language, using words as objects, obstacles, blocks to be

moved around, blocks our ordinary vision and forces us to see differently. 
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This house is old. The window beside my desk has begun to melt. It’s not quite like rain 

water running down the outside of a normal pane, or heat waves above a street. In these 

cases motion is perceived. The melt happens so slowly I don’t notice it until it's 

exaggerated, but whether it’s perceived or not the melt has always already begun. I can 

compare it to a pixilated image, to digital fuzz, or I can say it’s warped like the curvature 

of spacetime, but analogies and similes say more about “me” than the window. It’s a little

wavy, so that if the wind were waving the flag across the street the waves would be 

multiplied, but the flag is still wrapped around its pole, still illegible, still resisting 

symbolization. I can also see a strip of ocean from here. If its waves were visible they too

would be multiplied by the wavy window. The whitecaps have vanished so the wind has 

relented, not enough to unwrap the flag (that will require a human hand) but enough to 

send me off to the beach.

Only at dusk does the wind tire of blowing, and the hollow sounds it’s been making all 

day die away. It reluctantly accepts its invisibility again. I, on the other hand, am tired of 

being seen. The sun is a red-orange ball sinking. I pretend to kick to it. Between ocean 

and sky I watch the last rubescent glow blacken.
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A Yurok Man 

When the forest is something other     than a resource

when the opal of consciousness dissolves a Yurok man 

says it's difficult to understand

wind     blowing yellow grasses     below

a northern harrier swooping down

you are blowing on it, blowing

“north of the north wind.”

…

This is my home.

Suddenly Angel, the Angus calf, is terrified at the sight of the American flag.

To understand clearly     no longer means anything

the thought of death comes to console him

seven or eight leagues at a gallop.

Clusters of firs patch the open body of the forest.

The sun turns the barren hills gold.

When the Yurok man blinks it photographs a hawk.
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Reservation

This one is taken shortly after the accident.

Between forested mountains pools of lavender fog

a red-tailed hawk five feet from the windshield     

already cracked.

A neutral land     is unknown

a depressing mental     mind enlarging

three     persons     we see     collapsed

They claim we're merely     there

are deep cultural differences between us.

…

A crow picks up an apple-core and flies to the roof of a blue Cherokee.

The man on the twenty never blinks.  

Things around you animate themselves.

Move the image the light flickers

and a spider moves indignantly in its web. 

The photograph is a by-product of spirit entering death

a burning question clenched     

upon the silent edge.
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Prescription

Sit out back and drink

till the ocean

swallows

clouds.

In the morning the world's 

heavy, viscous

and everything you made 

vanish has returned – the cloud 

in the bottle.

This is magic.

Until the tiger turns

you are a magician.

Until the white tiger turns.

*

Postscript:

Tell your shell

something useful about loss

stop

or continue 

refilling this prescription 

till the end

till there’s nothing

left.
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A Young Housewife  

More like a watery reflection of the thing

than the thing

Autumn—four sounds

four swatches of paint repeat

like falling leaves.

The maple, for instance, beside the car

being replaced by a metaphor.

Overnight so many leaves 

drop there is no concrete.

There are four wheels.

Over the leaves it makes a sizzling sound

like an ocean sucking at my heels.
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Numbers

All the firstborn belong to me:

36 bulls, 72 rams, 84 goats, 72 lambs.  

The ’72 Rams don’t make the playoffs.

I'm born in ’72 and will turn 36 this year.

“Then the priest shall put these curses in writing, and wash them off into the water of 

bitterness. He shall make the woman drink the water of bitterness that brings the curse,

and the water that brings the curse shall enter her and cause bitter pain.”

The word God puts in my mouth, that is what I must say.

If you drink from my mouth, you will be me and I will be you.

This is my     and     This time     in one of my fields     

a door which leads away from death

a likely ruse     You break the seal     all I see is

a quiet little cottage up there    

Who is this woman, and what is she doing living 

in this strange     night.

…

The woman is swimming in a small body of water in a thin forest.

She's a cheerleader for the Los Angeles Rams in the 70s.

“Look at Mother Nature on the run in the 1970s.”

She’s in her 60s now and still beautiful.
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Solomon

1.

The depleted bay, vessels 

contain the history of the future of blood

the burnt blood of Icarus

bloody kings and slaves

boy blood and girls with bloody knees

the blood of birds and stones and trees.

…

It wasn’t Solomon’s lust and greed God abhorred

but his idolatry—

building a shrine to Astarte, for instance

the goddess of fertility.

The Holy Forest

whose lumber Solomon’s slaves built his temple with 

whose timbers the Phoenicians sculpted into vessels

“all the vessels of the House of the Forest of Lebanon were of pure gold.”

Later burned. Slaves and temple 

a body on fire falling thru fog

Icarus enters the bay with a hiss.

The fishermen don’t notice.

It was the Humboldt or the San Francisco Bay

a bay of pigs, eels or cuttlefish 

silver fog swirling above Avalon.

Solomon has 700 wives, 300 concubines, his throat

so laden with gold he's unable to speak.
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2.

Stick your hand into a sticky hive.

You, one of Solomon’s wives

porcupines or columbines

red in the mouth in the myth

and yellow with pollen breath.

…

At the edge of the forest a botanist explains the difference

between Solomon’s seal

and false Solomon’s seal.

“Set me as a seal upon your heart

for love is strong as death.”

One is a function of the other.

“My beloved thrust his hand into the opening.”

Body of water. Body on fire.

“I arose to open to my beloved, and my hands dripped with myrrh,

my fingers with liquid myrrh, upon the handles of the bolt.”

The other is a function of one.

“I opened to my beloved,

but my beloved had turned and was gone.”
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New Moon, Old Love

Off the tip 

of a camellia leaf a clear drop

        falls.   

What color

is

too soon?

What color is a camellia petal

on a white wet table

at night

beneath

no moon?

Imagine the poem 

has no sound

but the sound

of a finger 

pointing

a small pear-shaped glob 

of translucent semen – sign

of grief.
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Stones

The stones were once men

who looked at Medusa

the same stones the crowds wanted

to throw at the adulteress

named Hester in Nathaniel’s book.

Hawthorne’s wife and daughter were recently dug up

and returned to Massachusetts, to the Sleepy Hollow cemetery.

A tree fell on their headstones.

It was an elm. An elm

was also responsible for the removal of the Horseman’s head.

“Sticks and stones may break my bones”

but sticks and stones are names.

Styx is a river of concrete

moving thru Los Angeles

hepatitis A

which Hester displays on her chest.

It stands for Ash, a tree

that used to grow along the banks.
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Camelot

Arthur snaps his fingers and the little dog comes trotting meekly toward him

You've heard of the Westerman vacuum cleaners and electric 

refrigerators haven't you?     a man named Lancelot     

But it's different with us artists, isn't it?

We met for dinner at the Cock Horse Tavern

You've heard of the Westerman vacuum

Have you had a bath since you came to Harvard?     

Do you remember the first time?     

Now an artist is sensitive to all these things    

rich bright voice of Iowa. You pump your friends dry     

So long, Lance    

…

We met for dinner at the Cock

Do you remember?     

Now an artist is sensitive     

Arthur cries bitterly     

snaps his fingers sharply     

across the river. Damned little thing 

but this time the dog was never coming back

Only the river     laughing     And you couldn't imagine a photograph of the dog

in the river     it never occurred to you that I was being mysterious or secretive.
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The Death of Arthur

That Halloween I'm Dracula

the one in the middle there, more scared than scary.

Arthur's wearing a skull mask

the skull masks the face and the face masks the skull.

Succinctly brightly    one drop 

of bitterness to taint the sweet cup

who I am is     remodeled from old     Surfaces     

Never in this world     that word     They travel on     

red silk scarves     The door opens to admit     dawn.

…

White with violet shadows, the petals fall.

We're all afraid of each other.     

First I hear violent, then violet.

And it's become difficult to tell whether or not

Lancelot

And also the death of Arthur

How I devour that book     I'm told

by a security officer to hike up my trousers

so that my ankles can be inspected

in favor of western civilization     Suddenly, the door's 

flung open – “it is time”  
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Elizabeth

Big cloud shadows

move slowly across the dark green face

of the forest.

Big-leaf maple leaves

turn slowly all the colors

of fire.

Heart-shaped collar up above the back of her head

now picture it painted white

her determined face.

She will love her subjects as objects.

With her it begins to objectify itself, the self

no longer real.

…

            Elizabeth opens her voice box or someone

staring into something empty

orange spots in the greens of her eyes

eclipse the previous thought, a vulture

turns toward a red flank, phalanges 

on green felt a fallen leaf all that's left.
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Courtship Displays

A tax attacks us.

Let them dress up like Indians and shriek

burn the ships and turn the harbor crimson teak. 

What King George calls tax evasion

is really a courtship display 

but who’s courting whom.

East India Company with its own military 

more powerful than the Crown

imagine Haliburton with its own nuclear arsenal.

Saint George the dragon-slayer

King George, General George, President George

231 years later, an Old Testament patriarch, he’s still president.

Of course this is all a hoax. A hex.

The big bosses were really big bosses of the Monopoly Company

which makes board games, not tea.

And it’s not in East India but the West Indies.

Taxation without representation is another courtship display.

The proper name that represents you is a tax form

a form of taxonomy or taxidermy.

George Forman names all his sons George.

I refuse to name my child.

If you do not name your child within 13 days

you will have to go to court. The courtship sails

east, tacks west, to Tartarus.
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Competition

It looks like a big metal soccer ball.

The most popular sport on the planet, the beautiful game.

When the first one hits it kills 70,000 people in the first 3 seconds.

The Japanese national team hosts the American national team

an “international friendly”     70,000 people attend. 

The game ends in a 2-2 draw and everyone goes home satisfied

having seen 4 quality goals, including 2 headers and a 40-yard breakaway. 

The last goal is spectacular, from just outside the box a full-volley blast.

People are still dying, 64 years later, of radiation.

It would’ve been worse if we hadn’t...

we

try to imagine something worse, the imagination 

ancient and powerful as it is, fails. 
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War Notes

1.

To ask which slit the photon goes thru is to inquire into the marital status 

of the #5 or the political affiliation of a tuna sandwich.

The 5 tuna sandwiches I eat in Baghdad are all Sunnis, 2 of which are married

3 of whom are not young enough or old enough.

2.

You can only half hang me because I’m only half a murderer

that motionless head     some terminal god of gardens

the dubious foreigner with the big beard.     There’s the gun 

in the garden and the position of the sycamore.

3.

Hierarchical societies, theirs & ours, only possible on a basis 

of poverty and ignorance     scrape of boots on millions 

of layers of dust     something long and shiny stuck in a rock

stuck in Iraq, the proximity of word to sword—Ex-

calibur, who is that coward, that fool.

The question marks disappear like egrets in fog.

4.

I am Elijah, caretaker of sycamore trees.

Someone tells me the ravens will feed me here

but there are no ravens, no egrets. 

There is no food and no rain.

Someone tells me this drought, this nothingness has 

something to do with poetry. What

no one is old enough or young enough to know. 
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Fake Poem

Some biologists refer to birds as dinosaurs.

Heron makes a fake dinosaur sound 

Great Blue Heron who spooks so easily. 

I wonder how Barn Owl made her way 

into the Blue Spruce in the middle of the day.

The Who has a song called The Song Is Over.

Even if it takes a million years

force yourself to remember what hasn’t happened and the owl

beneath the crossbeam and the heron above the hemlock

switch places. Switch-breakers. 

The ocean hasn’t happened yet. Notes change 

but the cross stays in the mind like a lover’s handwriting.

The heart is a time-bomb the back of the skull opens

onto a patch of moss, triangular, a cock on a weather-vane. 

Try to fake think. 

Static, the radio forces you to remember 

what hasn’t happened—bombs across an imaginary forest

whose sounds are real.
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This Photograph Has Obviously Been Manipulated

Someone     crops off     the head

No one wants to hear me     identified

using pressure-sensitive pre-printed labels

archetypes created     based on the other

and a future spent     playing roulette.

…

I'm tired of trying to sound profound.

What is the meaning of this photograph?

The solution will come closer.

The corpse of a Carolina Parakeet

cropped off by someone whose future.

I am dissatisfied     and lonely, a pattern

in which you and I are already dead.
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Beckett 

To escape the cancer of time it

approaches:     tutt.    

It begins to isolate itself. 

Draft of a syndrome that today we would call, with language smaliziato

threatened and vulnerable regarding the external truth.

During this sour period it decides to move Paris.

The deep inner malaise inexorably digs it.

The boy sees in the new city one risen.

It drinks, attends prostitutes.

Matter that pulsa, incandescent, energetic flow

allows it to compose poetries. 

The machine of history, little cure of the individual

bursts therefore the second world.

Expert translator for the frange

it works like an agriculturist in a hospital

the so-called absurdity of theatre.

Of the vicissitude we do not know nient—

other/neither where finds the two viandanti, exactly.

Anthropological conscience, the curse of the dialogue

often acrid and crossed from one cleaving irony

condensing in itself all and the null one

the spectator only knows that beside it there is a crying salice.
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Blinky

The definition of a camera 

“a machine to catch ghosts”

sometimes I see you in dreams and you seem alive

A red shadow shaped like an octopus

certain types of image constitute blackmail

in order for a corpse to speak

It really is pitch-dark     only this     

but there's nothing like sickness     and a light     

caresses its jaw and begins     

When it turns blue you swallow it

not the eyes, they return to the cell

in the middle of the maze. 

…

When you say God is all around you

mean a bridge

between in and exterior, human and

an ellipse     blinks

the shutter opens and closes and one 

celestial body eclipses another.
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Saying Something About Something White

Drill, with a red bill, a hole.

The shell is bright white and speaks thru its hole

to the waves' hollow explosions terns and gulls 

above guano-covered rocks the whiteness of the whale

“and from that pallor of the dead”

you and I

“throw the same snowy mantle round our phantoms; all ghosts rising 

in a milk-white fog”

you and I

“though neither knows where lie

the nameless things of which the mystic sign gives forth 

such hints”

…

they say so much grey can only be a show of force 

a magnetic force between two poles

silver-grey at dusk, graphite and charcoal-grey

lavender, violet-grey and black.

The oystercatcher is black 

with a red bill and yellow legs

on a beach our oyster bleached white in

the sun with a hole in it

our love eaten.
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